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This paper presents a novel method for evaluating the impact of animated interface
agents with aﬀective and empathic behavior. While previous studies relied on questionnaires in order to assess the user’s overall experience with the interface agent, we will
analyze users’ physiological response (skin conductance and electromyography), which
allows us to estimate aﬀect-related user experiences on a moment-by-moment basis without interfering with the primary interaction task. As an interaction scenario, a card game
has been implemented where the user plays against a virtual opponent. The ﬁndings of
our study indicate that within a competitive gaming scenario, (i) the absence of the
agent’s display of negative emotions is conceived as arousing or stress-inducing, and (ii)
the valence of users’ emotional response is congruent with the valence of the emotion
expressed by the agent. Our results for skin conductance could also be reproduced by
assuming a local rather than a global baseline.
Keywords: Physiological user information; life-like characters; aﬀective behavior;
empathy; evaluation.

1. Introduction and Motivation
While life-like characters (or agents) with aﬀective behavior are becoming ever
more popular as virtual interaction partners,1–3 little is known about their eﬀect
∗ The
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on human interaction partners. This situation is surprising given the large body of
literature asserting the key importance and positive eﬀect of emotion-based virtual
agents on users’ interaction experience.4–13 Studies that systematically investigated
and compared the impact of various types of life-like agents report on often inconsistent results.14–17
Only recently have some researchers started to question whether the classical method of questionnaires is adequate to evaluate aﬀective human–computer
interactions.18,19 The main argument is that post-experiment “self-report” methods are deﬁcient in estimating the moment-by-moment experience of a subject,20
and hence unreliable in assessing how the user felt at a particular moment during
the interaction.
As a promising alternative, we will advocate a physiology-based approach
to evaluating aﬀective interactions with life-like agents since human physiology provides rich information regarding a person’s emotional experience.21 An
early study has been conducted by Ekman et al.,22 who investigated the eﬀects
of six emotions (surprise, disgust, sadness, anger, fear, and happiness) on four
types of physiological signals: heart rate, skin temperature, skin resistance, and
muscle tension. Their ﬁndings include the larger increase of heart rate with
anger and fear than with happiness, and a higher decrease of skin resistance
(leading to higher skin conductance) for fear and disgust as opposed to happiness, among other results. More recently, research in “aﬀective computing”23–26
is oﬀering sound results on interpreting human physiological information as
emotions.
The key advantages of using human physiological response as an evaluation for
human–computer interaction are: (i) the dynamic moment-to-moment nature of
users’ interaction experience can be estimated; (ii) physiological response is usually not within the conscious control of users, preventing fake attitudes or body
expressions (e.g. simulated facial expressions); (iii) physiological information provides insight into the user’s aﬀective state without relying on cognitive judgements18
or the ability to memorize past emotions; (iv) the recording of physiological signals
does not interfere with the primary interaction task. A potential drawback of using
sensors is that they can be seen as intrusive.
We will apply our new method to evaluate the eﬀect of an interface
agent that displays aﬀective behavior and also responds to the (hypothesized) emotion of the user. The latter type of behavior is known as empathic
response.27–29
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reports on related work.
Section 3 describes the life-like agent and game scenario used in the study. In
Sec. 4, we formulate our hypotheses. Section 5 explains the method and setup of
the experiment. Section 6 presents our results based on the analysis of the physiological data recorded during game play. Section 7 discusses and concludes the
paper. Appendix A contains the explanation of the game that was given to the
subjects.
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2. Related Work
Investigations on the impact of aﬀective agent behavior on users did not exist
until very recently. Brave et al.28 claim that they conducted the ﬁrst study of
this kind. In their study, a user plays the Blackjack game against a disembodied
dealer. The casino-style interaction scenario also features another player that is
represented by a photograph depicting a human face. The photo-graphical agent
displays four types of emotional responses: (i) self-oriented emotional (happy for
having won, sad for having lost); (ii) empathic (happy for the winning user, sorry
for the losing user); (iii) both self-oriented emotional and empathic; (iv) neither.
Each response is accompanied by a text box adjacent to the agent that contains an appropriate message, e.g. an empathic comment like “That’s great! I’m
really happy that you won.” The authors found that subjects rated the empathic
photographic agent as more likeable and trustworthy, and perceived it as more
caring. Those opinions were not seen by subjects in the self-oriented emotional
condition.
Although the results of Brave et al.28 oﬀer valuable support for the utility of
empathic agents, the study has some limitations, which we want to address in our
paper. Most importantly, situations where users interact with an agent seem to be
more typical (and interesting) than those where a user and an agent assume the same
view as co-players (against the dealer). Secondly, animated agents provide a richer
set of communicative modalities than photographic agents, and are more likely used
as part of intelligent interfaces. Thirdly, as argued above, questionnaires may be useful for estimating users’ opinions on dimensions such as likeability, trustworthiness,
or intelligence, but they fall short in assessing users’ emotional moment-to-moment
experience.
Berry et al.17 investigated the impact of a 3D facial agent on various dimensions (likeability, helpfulness, recall, and so on) in the setting of an advice-giving
task. It was found that only if the emotional expression of the agent is consistent
with the presented message (some advice), then memory performance was comparable to the other conditions (a human actor, voice only, text only). One key
result of this work is to highlight the importance of an agent’s consistency in its
behavior.
In our own previous work, we demonstrated that empathic (“apologizing”) agent
behavior in a quiz game with deliberately induced frustration may signiﬁcantly
reduce user arousal or stress measured by skin conductance.19 The current study
signiﬁcantly extends this work by a wider variety of induced and displayed emotions
in the context of interactive gaming rather than a simple quiz.

3. The Game Scenario
As an aﬀective gaming scenario, the classical cards game “Skip-Bo” has been implemented as a face-to-face interaction scenario between a human player and a virtual
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Fig. 1. The ten emotion categories in PAD-space and the seven attributed facial expressions.32
Instead of the term “friendly,” we will often use the more common term “joyful.”

agent (see Appendix A).a In the game, players have the conﬂictive goals of getting
rid of the eight cards on the pay-oﬀ piles to the right side of the table by playing
them to the shared white center stacks. As on these center stacks the order of cards
(from one to twelve) is relevant, the hand and stock cards must be used strategically
by the players to achieve this overall goal, and win the game.
The “physical” objects necessary to play the game were modeled as 3D objects
and enriched by semantic information, so that intuitive point-and-click interaction
by the human player as well as natural gestural interaction by the agent (e.g. moving
cards on the table) were easily realized.31

3.1. The virtual opponent
As a virtual opponent, we used a 3D agent called “Max” that is developed by the
Artiﬁcial Intelligence Group at the University of Bielefeld.33 (A screenshot can be
found in Appendix A.) The Max agent has basic abilities for multi-modal interaction
such as synchronized auditory speech, facial and bodily gestures, e.g. the agent may
display diﬀerent types of facial emotions (see Fig. 1) within the pleasure–arousal–
dominance (PAD) space that reﬂect its current emotional state.34
Speech was not seen as necessary in the cards game setting and has therefore not
been implemented. However, Max utters various types of “aﬀective sounds” such
a The game scenario was brieﬂy sketched before,30 together with questionnaire results. The current
paper is complementary in that it provides the results of an extended analysis of users’ physiological
signals and puts the research in the context of evaluations of virtual humans. A demo of the gaming
interaction can be found at: http://research.nii.ac.jp/∼prendinger/demo/JapanMax 02.wmv
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as grunts and moans. Moreover, the agent continuously simulated breathing and
eye-blinking, giving the user the impression of interacting with a life-like agent.
Visual and auditory feedback was also given whenever the human player was
selecting or moving cards. Moreover, the agent gave visual feedback to the user
by dynamically looking at the objects (cards) selected by itself or the user for a
short period of time, and then looking straight ahead again in the direction of
the user. Max also performed a simple type of turn-taking by nodding whenever
completing its move. These behaviors were intended to increase the user’s perception
of interacting with an agent that is aware of its environment and the actual state
of the game.
3.2. Emotion recognition
If the agent is supposed to respond in an empathic way, it is of paramount importance that emotions of the user are interpreted in real-time, and input to the agent’s
emotion simulation system. We employed our previously developed system,29 that
derives user emotions from skin conductance, electromyography, and situational context parameters (e.g. the game state). In short, the emotion recognition component
builds on the two-dimensional (arousal, valence) model of Lang,35 who claims that
all emotions can be characterized in terms of judged valence (positive or negative)
and arousal (high or low). As skin conductance increases with a person’s level of
overall arousal or stress, and electromyography correlates with negatively valenced
emotions,21,23 named emotions can be identiﬁed in the arousal–valence space (see
Ref. 29 for details). Besides exploiting contextual information, our work currently
relies on a single bio-signal for each dimension, which seems justiﬁed given the rich
evidence for their reliability found in the literature.b However, as demonstrated in
the work of Kim et al.26 multi-modal analysis may lead to signiﬁcant improvements
in emotion recognition.
In the Skip-Bo game, the behavior of the agent is modulated by both its own
and the human interlocutor’s emotional state. However, in situations where user
emotions are interpreted in order to determine adequate agent response, the agent’s
behavior will be solely determined by the user’s aﬀective state, thereby overriding
the inﬂuence of its own emotion simulation model.
4. Theory
Empathy has recently been found as an important aspect in human–computer
interaction.27,28,36 Batson characterizes empathy as “an other-oriented emotional
response congruent with another’s perceived welfare” [cited from Brave et al.28
(p. 162)]. Other deﬁnitions see empathy as the cognitive act of taking another person’s perspective, without making assumptions on felt sympathy.28,36 In our study,
b Note

that both arousal and stress lead to an increased level of skin conductance.21,23,24 Hence
our results should always be understood to cover both interpretations.
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empathy refers to the agent’s response to the user’s assumed emotion and covers
both positive (emotional) response (e.g. sorry for the user’s distress) and negative
response (e.g. happy about the user’s distress).
While the expression of emotion and empathy has well-known positive eﬀects in
social life, little is known about the importance of aﬀect when expressed by a virtual
agent. Reﬂecting the experience of Berry et al.17 and recasting the suggestion of
Dehn and van Mulken16 (p. 19), we want to provide a partial answer to the question
“What kind of animated agent used in what kind of domain inﬂuences what kind of
user’s physiological state?” rather than simply “Does an animated agent improve
human–computer interaction?”
Since Skip-Bo is a competitive game, we expect that users will perceive the
agent as an opponent. Hence, our primary hypothesis is: If the virtual game opponent
behaves “naturally” in that it follows its own goals and expresses associated positively
or negatively valenced aﬀective behaviors, users will be less aroused or stressed than
when the agent does not do so. Our secondary hypothesis is: If the game opponent
is oriented only towards its own goals and displays associated behaviors, users will
be less aroused or stressed than when the agent does not express any emotion at all.
The study was also motivated by the question whether the expression of negative
emotions would induce negatively valenced responses in the user, or analogously,
the expression of positive emotions would induce positively valenced user emotions.
Following the argument in Ref. 37 (p. 23), positively valenced physiological response
(a state of “relaxed happiness”) is characterized by the absence of negative response.
Although we are not aware of dedicated literature, we believe that an agent’s ability
of reciprocity-inducing behavior would be an important aspect for educational and
gaming applications.
5. Method
5.1. Subjects
The study included 14 male and 18 female subjects. All but one subject were
Japanese. Their age ranged from 22 to 55 years and the average age was 30 years.
Subjects were given a monetary reward of 500 Yen for participation. They were told
in advance that they would receive an extra reward of 500 Yen if they won against
the agent. Subjects were randomly assigned to four experimental conditions (eight
in each condition).
5.2. Design
In order to assess the eﬀect of simulated emotions and empathic feedback in the
context of human–computer interaction, we designed the following four conditions
within the proposed gaming scenario:
(i) Non-Emotional condition: The agent does not display any emotional behavior.
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(ii) Self-Centered Emotional condition: The agent only appraises its own game
play, e.g. by displaying (facial) joy when it is able to move cards.
(iii) Negative Empathic condition: The agent shows (a) self-centered emotional
behavior, and (b) responds to the user in a “negative” way. The agent will
display distress or fear when the user performs a good move, and will express
joy when the user is recognizably distressed about a bad move.
(iv) Positive Empathic condition: Here, the agent is (a) self-centered emotional,
and (b) user actions are appraised “positively” so that the agent will be happy
for the user’s game progress. If the user is detected to be distressed, the agent
will be sorry for the user and will display sadness.
Those conditions should be seen as two pairs of conditions: (i) self-centered
emotional (only) versus absence of self-centered emotional behavior (non-emotional
behavior), and (ii) negative empathic versus positive empathic behavior. The ﬁrst
set will also be called non-empathic conditions, and the latter set empathic conditions. It is important to recall that our conditions are subtly diﬀerent from the conditions in Ref. 28 and extend their conditions by also considering negative empathy.
5.3. Procedure
Subjects received written instructions of the card game (in Japanese) with a screenshot of the starting condition before they entered the room with the experimental
setup. Subjects entered the room individually and were seated in front of a 50 inch
plasma display with attached loud speakers on both sides (see Fig. 2). They were
briefed about the experiment, in particular that they would play a competitive
game. Then, subjects could play a short introductory game against a non-emotional

Fig. 2. Experimental setup.30
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Max, which allowed them to get used to the mouse-based point-and-click interface,
and also provided subjects the possibility to ask clarifying questions about the game.
Each subject won this ﬁrst game easily.
Next, the biometrical sensors of the ProComp Inﬁnity encoder38 were attached
to the subject and the subject was assured that these sensors were not harmful.c
Upon consent, a skin conductance (SC) sensor was attached to the index ﬁnger and
the small ﬁnger of the non-dominant hand. The electromyography (EMG) sensor
was attached to the subject’s left (mirror-oriented) cheek to measure the activity of
the masseter muscle. Then a relaxation phase of three minutes started, with Max
leaving the display and the subject being advised not to speak. This phase was
necessary to obtain a baseline for the normalization of the bio-signals, since values
may greatly vary depending on subject.
From now on, the experimenter remained visually separated from the subject
(behind the screen) only to supervise the experiment. After the baseline was set,
the agent re-entered to the screen and the subject was asked to start the game.
After the game was completed, the subjects were asked to ﬁll in a questionnaire
in English presented on the screen, together with a Japanese translation on hardcopy. The questionnaire contained 25 questions that were related to the participant’s
subjective experience while playing the game.30
The whole interaction was recorded with a digital video camera positioned to
the right behind the subject. In order to capture both the interaction on the screen
as well as the human player’s facial expression, a mirror was set up to acquire in
indirect image of the human players face. Facial expressions were not analyzed in the
current study. The rationale for the mirror was to be able to identify artifacts in the
EMG values due to “laughing” behaviors of subjects. Each game lasted for about
ten minutes. A protocol of the progression of the game, the acquired physiological
data, and the video data were recorded for later analysis.

6. Results
This section presents our ﬁndings obtained from the analysis of biometrical data
(SC and EMG) under the assumption of both global and local baselines.

6.1. Analysis of winning situations
We ﬁrst focused on game situations where emotional reactions in the human player
were likely to occur. Speciﬁcally, we hypothesized emotional reactions whenever
either of the players (user or agent) was able to play at least two pay-oﬀ pile cards
in a row — which are moves towards winning the game — and found eighty-seven
such situations.
cA

detailed description of how measures were taken using the ProComp Inﬁnity device can be
found in the manual of the encoder that is available at the website.38
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Determining the exact duration of emotions is a notoriously hard problem.37
We chose to analyze periods of ten seconds, consisting of ﬁve seconds before the
last pay-oﬀ card was played, and the following ﬁve seconds. For those segments the
arithmetic means (averages) were calculated for both normalized SC and normalized
EMG values. For each data set (each subject and each signal type), normalization
was performed by applying the equation
xnorm =

xcurrent − x̄base
,
xmax − xmin

i.e. by ﬁrst subtracting the average baseline value x̄base from the current signal value
xcurrent (in the relevant segment) and dividing the resulting value by the entire range
of values applicable to each subject. Note that the analysis here assumes a global
baseline, as described in Sec. 5.3.
Although named emotions could have been computed from SC and EMG data
by applying the model of Lang,35 we will treat signal types separately, in order to
retain detailed physiological information about the user.
6.1.1. Skin conductance
The results for skin conductance are shown in Fig. 3.
Agent winning move. Regarding the user’s response to the agent’s behavior when
the agent performed a winning move, we found a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the

Fig. 3. The average values of normalized skin conductance data within dedicated segments of
the interaction in the four conditions: Non-Emotional (“Non-Emo”), Self-Centered Emotional
(“Self-Centered Emo”), Negative Empathic (“Neg Emp”), and Positive Empathic (“Pos Emp”).
“Agent” refers to situations where the agent performs a winning move; “User” refers to winning
move situations of the user.
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Negative Empathic condition and the Positive Empathic condition [t(20) = 2.1;
p < 0.03].d The non-empathic conditions were not statistically diﬀerent [t(11) =
2.36; p = 0.13].
Given that high skin conductance is an indicator of high arousal or stress,21,24
the human player was seemingly most aroused or stressed in the Non-Emotional condition and in the Positive Empathic condition. Although counter-intuitive at ﬁrst
sight, it is important to notice that in the setting of a competitive game, the lack
of emotional expression or positive empathy are quite unnatural behaviors and may
thus have induced user stress. The result supports the argumentation that inappropriate behavior (relative to an interaction task) may lead to higher stress levels.
User winning move. Users’ physiological response to the agent when users are in
a winning situation showed a somewhat similar pattern. Observe that the agent’s
behavior is not independent of the user’s (favorable) game moves since the physiological reaction of the user triggers emotional behavior in the agent in accord with
the respective condition.
The Positive Empathic condition was experienced as signiﬁcantly more arousing or stressful than the Negative Empathic condition [t(26) = 2.07; p < 0.01].
However, there was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the Non-Emotional and SelfCentered conditions [t(21) = 2.09; p = 0.46]. The result and its explanation are
related to the previous ones; e.g. in the Positive Empathic condition the agent
was happy for the human player’s success and gave positive feedback by displaying
sorriness for the user, which constitutes an unusual behavior in a competitive game.
Our ﬁndings are also consistent with the corresponding questionnaire item asking whether the agent’s behavior is seen as irritating.30 The agent was perceived as
most irritating in the Non-Emotional condition, followed by the Positive Empathic
condition.
6.1.2. Electromyography
Electromyography results are shown in Fig. 4. Observe that most values are below
zero, meaning that the baseline period was experienced as negatively valenced rather
than as “relaxing” in terms of muscle tension.
Agent winning move. The Negative Empathic condition diﬀers signiﬁcantly from the
Positive Empathic condition [t(20) = 2.2; p < 0.04], indicating that users seemingly
“reﬂect” the valence of the agent’s emotion expression on a physiological level. There
was no statistical diﬀerence between the non-empathic conditions [t(11) = 2.23;
p = 0.85].
User winning move. Comparable to the result for the agent, the Negative Empathic
condition is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the Positive Empathic condition [t(26) = 2.2;
p values were obtained with two-tailed t-tests assuming unequal variances. The conﬁdence
level α was set to 0.05.

d All
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Fig. 4. The average values of normalized electromyography data within dedicated segments of the
interaction in the four conditions: Non-Emotional (“Non-Emo”), Self-Centered Emotional (“SelfCentered Emo”), Negative Empathic (“Neg Emp”), and Positive Empathic (“Pos Emp”).

p < 0.04]. Again, the non-empathic conditions were not statistically diﬀerent
[t(21) = 2.07; p = 0.35].
High values of electromyography are primarily an indicator of negative valence.21
The highest values are achieved in the Negative Empathic condition, where the
agent was designed to evoke negative emotions in the human player by showing
negative emotions, e.g. a mocking smile (a “joyful” facial expression with an appropriate aﬀective sound) to the user’s (recognized) frustration. Notably, the lowest
EMG values can be observed in the Positive Empathic condition where the agent
performed a “calm down” gesture (slow up and down movement of hands) if the
human player was detected to be frustrated or angry.
We may tentatively conclude that the agent could trigger user responses of the
same “sign” (with respect to valence) as its expressed emotions, which indicates a
certain reciprocity in user responses.
An interesting observation is that users seemingly do not respond signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent (for both skin conductance and electromyography signals) when empathic
agent behavior is absent. This result demonstrates the discriminative eﬀect of the
type of empathic behavior displayed to the user, and underlines the importance of
an agent caring about user feelings in an appropriate fashion.
6.2. Analysis of situations where particular agent emotions
are expressed
Besides situations where either the agent or the user is in a winning (game) situation,
we also investigated situations where the agent expressed some particular emotion.
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Fig. 5. The average values of normalized skin conductance and electromyography data for the
three emotions “joy”, “fear”, and “sadness”.

This allows us to directly associate particular agent behaviors to user responses.
Note that this type of analysis is diﬀerent from the previous one in that we do not
take into account the experimental condition in which the emotion occurred.
The eﬀect of the expression of three emotions (joyful, fearful, sad) could be
analyzed (see Fig. 5). Occurrences of the expression of other emotions (angry, bored,
surprised) were too little for statistical analysis (fewer than six) and were hence
discarded.
With regard to SC, a between-subjects analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed
that subjects were signiﬁcantly more aroused or stressed when the agent expressed
“joy” than when the agent expressed “fear” or “sadness” [F (2, 120) = 3.9; p < 0.03].
Again, it can be argued that users seemingly consider joyful agent reactions as
unnatural in a competitive gaming scenario and hence as arousing or stressful.
The main eﬀect of negative emotions on EMG was even more clear cut. Users
showed a signiﬁcantly less negatively valenced response to joy than to fear or sadness [F (2, 120) = 33.78; p < 0.0001]. The high statistical signiﬁcance of the outcome
might have to be partly attributed to the nature of the EMG signal, where values
typically rise beyond 300% over the baseline when the masseter muscle contracts.
The result indicates that the expression of a positive emotion (joy) induces a significantly less negatively valenced response than the expression of negative emotions
(fear, sadness).
6.3. Pearson’s correlation
We also computed the Pearson Product Moment Correlation r between normalized SC and EMG values but no such eﬀect was found for any of the discussed
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segments. Pearson’s r was always smaller than 0.6. Although intuitively arousal or
stress responses and negatively valenced responses are positively correlated, this
was not true for the given data. This result could be interpreted as evidence for the
independence of SC and EMG within our interaction scenario.

6.4. Skin conductance startle response
The bio-signal analysis presented so far assumed the recording of a (global) baseline
preceding the game interaction, where the subject is assumed to be in a state of
(relative) relaxation or has a moderate level of autonomic nervous system activity. Although taking a global baseline is the preferred method to compensate for
individual diﬀerences in signal levels and situational parameters (e.g. room temperature), Levenson37 (pp. 23–26) pointed out the possibility of methodological
problems with global baselines and motivated the recording of local baseline as
an alternative approach. The main rationale for assuming a local baseline is that
although biometric signals are “center-seeking” (homeostatic), there might be slight
shifts in the center point over time.
We follow the method of Healey24 (p. 25, pp. 111–113), who developed an automatic startle detection algorithm that establishes a local baseline at the onset
level of the (second) response when the ﬁrst derivative exceeds a certain threshold (to distinguish high from low arousal), and then ﬁnds the local maximum
following that point (a peak). The algorithm directly measures startle magnitude
SM = xpeak −xonset and startle duration SD = tpeak −tonset . A derived feature of the
response is the frequency of occurrence SF deﬁned as the sum of startle durations
per minute.
In our data, however, we could only ﬁnd one (segment) instance of a startle
response,24 where values for SM , SD , and SF were output. Here, the agent expresses
“joy” to Subject 29 (see Fig. 6).
A possible reason is that Ref. 24 requires that two responses have to be more
than one second apart, which could not be seen in any of the other segments. On
the other hand, we were able to detect instances of (local) arousal startle crossovers
by using the threshold of 0.093 micro-Siemens per second which was empirically
determined.24 Startle crossovers indicate situations where the user gets aroused or
stressed.
Figure 7 depicts a segment where the agent displays “sadness” to Subject 20.
No startle crossover is detected here.
In order to systematically investigate whether there are signiﬁcant diﬀerences in
the number of startle crossovers for the most frequently expressed emotions (joyful,
fearful, sad), we performed another between-subjects analysis of variance. Figure 8
depicts the mean values for segments in which the considered emotions were displayed. It could be shown that there are signiﬁcantly more startle crossovers when
the agent expresses “joy” than when it expresses “fear” or “sadness” [F (2, 105);
p < 0.005]. This result partly resembles our previous result as described in Sec. 6.2,
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Fig. 6. Agent expresses “joy” to user. Upper graph: skin conductance signal at 20 samples/second
(samples at x-axis); values in micro-Siemens (y-axis). Lower graph: starting point and the ending
point of crossing startle threshold.

Fig. 7. Agent expresses “sadness” to user (skin conductance signal in micro-Siemens at
20 samples/second).
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Fig. 8. Comparison of average number of startle crossovers for segments where the agent expresses
“joy”, “fear”, or “sadness.”

where, assuming a global baseline, the agent expressing “joy” was experienced as
most arousing.
We also calculated startle crossovers for the agent and user winning situations
(discussed in Sec. 6.1), but did not ﬁnd any signiﬁcant diﬀerences between conditions. It should be noticed that only 18% of the considered segments showed a startle
crossover. (For the “Expressed Emotions” segments, 43% had a startle crossover.)
In sum, the results in this section indicate that (given an adequate mass of data)
both local and global baselines lead to a similar outcome regarding the detection of
a user’s arousal. This is practically important since in most real-world applications
a global baseline is hard to obtain.
7. Discussion and Conclusions
This paper advocates a novel approach to evaluate the interaction between a
user and a virtual humanoid agent. Speciﬁcally, we systematically investigated the
impact of diﬀerent types of empathic behavior displayed by an animated interface
agent on human physiology.
The results support the supposition that agent behavior has to be adequate
with respect to the given interaction task.16,17 While previous similar studies only
considered positive emphatic response,19,27–29 our experiment also analyzed the
utility of displaying negative emotions. Regarding our primary hypothesis the chief
ﬁnding is that — within a competitive game scenario — displaying positive aﬀect is
conceived as signiﬁcantly more arousing or stressful than displaying negative eﬀect
(derived from skin conductance), as it might also be experienced when playing
against a human player. Our secondary hypothesis was not supported in the study.
If the agent does not care about the users’ emotions (the non-empathic conditions),
users do not care either, i.e. their physiological response is not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent.
A complementary result is that negative emphatic agent behavior induces negatively valenced emotions (derived from electromyography) in users, and analogously,
positive empathic behavior is characterized by the absence of negatively valenced
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emotions. This ﬁnding indicates a certain reciprocity between the agent’s display of
aﬀect and user physiological response.
Another interesting observation of our study is that the agent’s expression of a
positive emotion (joy) is experienced as more arousing or stressful than the expression of a negative emotion, such as “fearful” or “sad.” On the other hand, the
expression of negative emotions seemingly induces negatively valenced response,
unlike the investigated positive emotion.
A crucial aspect of the game scenario was to estimate and respond to user
emotions in real-time. Although our emotion recognition system29 cannot be easily
validated directly, the systematic analysis of physiological information seems to be
a promising approach to evaluate its eﬀect within the interaction loop with humans.
Systems implementing real-time aﬀective response in real-world applications will
generally not provide the time to take a global baseline that precedes the interaction.
Consequently, we started to experiment with a diﬀerent method that establishes a
local baseline. Although we obtained promising results for skin conductance, where
the agent expressed some emotions, we will have to investigate more robust and
task-speciﬁc methods. The parameters of the startle algorithm, originally developed
for car driving,24 might have to be ﬁne-tuned for the interface domain.
The chief advantage of recording physiological signals for interface evaluation is
that they provide information about user aﬀect on a moment-to-moment basis without interfering with the interaction task. While this is also true for video recordings
of, for example, the user’s facial expression, our method does not rely on skillful
annotation. However, interpreting physiological signals remains a challenging problem despite of recent progress.23,25 It also has to be noted that questionnaires are
more ﬂexible in the information that can be assessed from users, whereas human
physiology is typically restricted to estimating user states related to aﬀect and taskload. Thus, we recently started to conduct complementary research on detecting
users’ focus of attention while interacting with an embodied interface by using an
eye tracker.39 Similar to the evaluation method described in this paper, eye tracking
may capitalize on (mostly) involuntary responses on a moment-to-moment basis.
Given our results for evaluating the impact of empathic behavior displayed by
an embodied interface agent, we can only speculate about whether a similar eﬀect
can be obtained for humans interacting with robotic agents expressing aﬀect and
empathy. One of the co-authors of this paper has started to experiment with the
Honda humanoid robot ASIMO,40 and we are eager to conduct further studies to
possibly repeat our results for humanoid robots.
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Appendix A. Instructions for the card game Skip-Bo

1. Purpose of the game
Both players try to be the ﬁrst to get rid of a pile of “pay-oﬀ cards” by
playing them to center stacks which are begun with a one and continue
in upward sequence to a twelve. The players take alternate turns and they
play with nine series of cards each ranging from 1 to 13, which makes
a total of 117 cards. Thirteens are wild cards (jokers) and may be
played in place of any card you desire.
At the beginning you will be dealt ﬁve cards to your hand (so called hand cards)
which are placed at the bottom of the screen facing to you (see above in the screenshot).
These cards are only visible to you. Then eight cards are dealt to make up the pay-oﬀ
piles which are placed to the right side of the table. Only the top cards of the two piles
are face up and therefore visible to you as well as your opponent Max. You will go ﬁrst.
2. The Play
The object of the game is to be the ﬁrst to get rid of all the cards in your pay-oﬀ
pile by playing them to the three white center stacks. The ﬁrst card in each center
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stack must be a 1 (or a 13), then 2, 3, and so on in sequence up to 12, each card played
being one higher than the card it covers.
It is also possible to play a card from your hand to a center stack or to one of your
four red stock piles in front of you, or to move a card from one of your stock piles to a
center stack. There is no restriction on the ranks of cards which can be played on the
stock pile.
You may play as many cards to center stacks as you want in any order, but as soon
as you move a card from your hand to one of your stock piles your turn ends, and Max
takes a turn. You must play a card to a stock pile at the end of each turn.
If during your turn you manage to play all ﬁve cards from your hand, without playing
to a stock pile, you immediately draw ﬁve more cards from the draw pile and continue
playing.
If in the beginning of your turn you have fewer than ﬁve cards in your hand, the
required number of cards will be drawn from the draw pile to bring your hand up to ﬁve
cards again.
If you complete a center stack by playing a twelve (or a thirteen representing a
twelve) to the center, Max shuﬄes the completed stack into the draw pile, creating a
space for a new center stack, and you can continue playing.
3. Summary
— Who is ﬁrst to get rid of all cards in his pay-oﬀ pile wins the game.
— In the beginning of your turn the required number of cards will be drawn from the
draw pile to bring your hand up to ﬁve cards automatically.
— You may play as many cards as you want from either your pay-oﬀ pile, your hand
or one of your four red stock piles to any of the three white center piles as long as
you follow the order of cards.
— Whenever you run out of hand cards without having played a card to one of your
red stock piles you are immediately dealt ﬁve new hand cards.
— You ﬁnish your turn by playing one of your hand cards to one of your red stock piles.
4. Useful Strategies and Hints
(i) Always keep in mind the number of your current pay-oﬀ card!
(ii) You may try to keep an eye on the current pay-oﬀ card of Max. Sometimes it might
be better not to play a card if this lets Max play his pay-oﬀ card afterwards.
(iii) You may try to get rid of your hand cards ﬁrst.
(iv) When playing your last card to one of your red stock piles you may try to keep the
following strategy in mind:
— Always play high cards on empty stock piles.
— If there are cards on some stock piles already, you may try to play cards on top of
them in descending order, e.g. an 11 on top of a 12 or a 7 on top of an 8.
Good luck!
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